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Context

Occurrence of coal tars contaminations

What do they contain ?

Behavior

Options of management

Industrial activities

t0
1 wk. later

> 10% (Basol)

Complex mixture of OCs

Hindered by dissemination risks, restrictive regulation on wastes, acceptance

Incineration / disposal / confinement / stabilization-solidification

On-site and ex-situ management often require handling → difficulties and risks 

volatilization

t01 wk. later

infiltration

dissolutionviscous

CSM
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Hazardous compounds : PAHs, BTEX, phenols,… → Hazards and persistency

→ Strong wetting ability



Context

Coal tar characteristics

Former steelwork industry in eastern Europe

Strongly viscous, sticky and smelly
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Assessing a strategy for handling and recycling

Could the use of natural local resources for S/S be a way for liquid tars management ? 

- leakage potential

- mobilization tests

and mass balances

- solid matrices and gas phase

- leachates

Snails 

(survival and growth)

Freshwater snails 

(hatching rate after 25d.)

Collab. ATILH Group
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Results

Mass fraction of tar is critical for handling and contaminants mobility

Contaminants mobility of 

freshly prepared matrices
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Results

Ecotox.: tar > S/S > S/S + aeration > S/S + incineration = no effect detected

Ageing with contaminant release→ SVOCs precipitation at the interface 
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Luthy, 1993



Results

Feasibility of recycling the stabilized tar in cement production ?

But…

LHV of the coal tar

Low contaminants conc. thresholds ex: THCs and PAHs (~1 g/kg), metals 

No smelly material

Dark color of produced cement

Short delay of treatment

Ecological and economical strategy
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Learnt lesson: importance of early partnership and accurate knowledge of rules 
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